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SUMMARY: FEEL THAT PRESIDENTIAL ADVISOR VLADIMIRO (MONTESINOS) IS PERSONALLY INFLUENCING THE ASSIGNMENT OF PERSONNEL TO KEY MILITARY POSITIONS WHICH INCLUDE TOP INTELLIGENCE PERSONNEL.

TEXT: ARE UPSET AND FEEL THAT PRESIDENT FUJIMORI'S ADVISOR VLADIMIRO (MONTESINOS) TORRES HAS BEEN INSTRUMENTAL IN DECIDING MANY OF THE KEY ARMY ASSIGNMENTS. MONTESINOS GRADUATED FROM THE PERUVIAN MILITARY ACADEMY (ESCUELA MILITAR DE CHORRILLOS) AND WAS COMMISSIONED AS AN ARTILLERY OFFICER ON 1 JAN 1966. IN THE LATE 1970'S, MONTESINOS WAS CHARGED WITH ESPIONAGE AND SPENT SOME TIME IN JAIL. NOW FEEL THAT MONTESINOS IS DELIBERATELY ACTING TO FORCE OUT THOSE OFFICERS WHO WERE RESPONSIBLE FOR HIS ARREST AND TO PUT ARTILLERY OFFICERS INTO KEY MILITARY ASSIGNMENTS.
4. CONFIDENTIAL

THE GENERAL CONSENSUS IS THAT WAS FORCED OUT OF THE COUNTRY FOR OVER SIX MONTHS IN ORDER TO MOVE HIM OUT OF THE POSITION.

WAS MOVED OUT IN A SIMILAR EFFORT TO MOVE HIM OUT OF THE LINE-UP FOR.

FURTHERMORE, BOTH WORKED IN THE "CASA MILITAR" (PRESIDENTIAL STAFF) FOR EX-PRESENT ALAN GARCIA PEREZ AND ARE TAINTED BY THE APRA PARTY.
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